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Abstract

JastAdd is a tool for generating programming language compilers. These com-
pilers generally use more memory than other compilers for the same language.
In this thesis we have categorized the memory use of two JastAdd-generated
compilers, to identify opportunities to reduce their memory use. We present
several optimizations for reducing the memory use of these compilers. These
include changes to the runtime representation of the AST and memoization
in the code generated by JastAdd. We have implemented the optimizations in
JastAdd and benchmarked their performance with respect to memory use and
execution time. We see an overall reduction of the optimizable memory use
for the two compilers of approximately 5% and 24%.

Keywords: Reference Attribute Grammars, Memory Optimization, Memoization,
Java
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Chapter 1
Introduction

JastAdd is a compiler construction system that generates compilers based on a Reference
Attribute Grammar (RAG) specification [1]. It uses RAG to define programming language
semantics in a declarative way [2]. JastAdd has been used to build industrial-strength
compilers for languages like Java [3] and Modelica [4]. In general, JastAdd compilers use
more memory than other compilers for the same language because of the way programs
are represented in JastAdd.

We want to minimize the memory use without sacrificing significant amounts of ex-
ecution time. We will investigate new methods for reducing the memory use of JastAdd
projects. The methods are evaluated on two large JastAdd-specified compilers: ExtendJ
and JModelica.org. ExtendJ is a Java-compiler that supports extensions using JastAdd’s
attribution and aspect-oriented programming [3]. JModelica.org is a compiler built with
JastAdd for compiling the object-oriented modeling language Modelica [4]

Our research questions are as follows:

• RQ1: How can the memory use of JastAdd-based tools be reduced with a minimal
impact on functionality?

• RQ2: Can run-time be improved by lowering the memory use?

The contributions of this thesis include new methods for optimizing memory use of
JastAdd applications and an empirical evaluation of these in real-world JastAdd projects.
The new methods that are presented are:

• Replacement of empty container nodes by a singleton
• Remote memoization
• Alternative cache structures
• Bounded cache structures

These have been evaluated with respect to changes in execution time and memory use
on two JastAdd-based compilers: JModelica.org and ExtendJ.
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Chapter 2
Background

In this section, we first introduce the JastAdd metacompiler and the Reference Attribute
Grammars that are used in JastAdd specifications. Then, we introduce the memoization
used in JastAdd and give an overview of the memory use of JastAdd applications.

2.1 JastAdd
JastAdd is used to develop tools for programming languages such as compilers. In this
section we will give a brief overview of the features of JastAdd that are needed to under-
stand the rest of this report. The features of JastAdd we will discuss are: Abstract Syntax
Trees(ASTs) and attributes.

In a compiler, a source program is represented by an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST).
Nodes of the AST represent the nonterminals of a grammar. JastAdd generates classes for
each nonterminal. Repetition is modeled using the List class, and optional components
are modeled using the Opt class. These classes are implicitly generated by JastAdd. We
will henceforth refer to these two node types as container nodes.

An example AST for a toy language funlang is shown in Figure 2.1. The language
contains function declarations. In the example AST, the function declaration has two ar-
guments and an integer return type. A function declaration can have any number of argu-
ments, so aList node is needed to keep track of them. Likewise, a function can optionally
have a return type, so an Opt node is used to keep track of this node.

Computations on the AST can be specified using attributes which are declared on the
AST nodes [1]. An attribute is defined by a semantic function, which in JastAdd corre-
sponds to a side-effect free (pure) method. The return value of this method is the attribute
value.

There are different kinds of attributes. JastAdd implements synthesized, inherited,
nonterminal, circular and collection attributes. A synthesized attribute is computed from
locally available variables and propagate the value upwards in the tree. An inherited at-
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2. Background

Figure 2.1: AST for a function declaration. The function takes
two arguments and has an integer return type.

tribute is composed of variables in the parent node and propagate the value downwards in
the tree. Nonterminal attributes(NTA) have a value that is a new node which is attached to
the tree after evaluation [5], [6]. Circular attributes are fixed-point computations, which
means that they iteratively evaluate until the value stops changing [7]. Collection attributes
are composed of multiple contributions from multiple nodes in an AST [8], [9].

The value of an attribute can be of primitive type or object reference type. In a RAG,
attribute values can be references to AST nodes, which allow a simple way of accessing
remote nodes in the AST. Attributes can be parameterized meaning that they compute a
different value for each combination of parameter values [2].

Synthesised attributes can be used like the attribute hasTwoArguments() which
verifies that the Function node has exactly two Argument nodes attached to it:
syn boolean Function . hasTwoArguments () =

getNumArgument () == 2;

NTA attributes can be used like the attribute nullable() which computes an anno-
tation Nullable based on the return type:
syn nta Nullable Function . nullable () =

new Nullable ( getReturntype ());

Inherited attributes can be used like the attribute function() which computes the
function for each argument:
inh Function Argument . function ();

It is defined in the context of a Function node because it evaluates to a reference to
that function node:
eq Function . getArgument ( int i). function () = this ;

We have now implemented a few computations using attributes defined on AST nodes.
An AST decorated with all these attributes is shown in Figure 2.2. We will now take a
closer look at how attributes are evaluated efficiently in JastAdd.

8



2.1 JastAdd

Figure 2.2: AST for a function declaration decorated with at-
tributes. Function.hasTwoArguments() checks that there
are two arguments. Function.nullable() computes an
NTA Nullable. Argument.function() propagates down
a reference to the parent function.
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2. Background

2.2 Memoization
When an attribute is evaluated, it can optionally be memoized, meaning that the computed
result is stored and then reused on later evaluations. When a memoized attribute is evalu-
ated, the memoized value is returned instead of recomputing the value. We will first show
how memoization of unparameterized attributes works.

Attributes are memoized in JastAdd using a set of cache fields that are generated in
the node’s AST class based on the attribute grammar. This is enabled when their decla-
ration in the attribute grammar includes the keyword lazy, or based on a separate cache
configuration.

The memoized attribute isFun():

syn lazy boolean ASTNode . isFun () = false ;
eq Function . isFun () = true ;

results in the cache fields isFun_computed and isFun_value that are generated
on each AST class that has the isFun() attribute declared on it. We will in the following
refer to isFun_computed as the computed-flag and to isFun_value as the value
field Because the attribute is declared on ASTNode, the superclass of all AST classes, it
will be instantiated on all nodes in the AST, see the example AST in Figure 2.3. JastAdd
generates the following Java code for the isFun() attribute on the ASTNode class:

private boolean isFun_computed
private boolean isFun_value ;

public boolean ASTNode . isFun () {
...
if ( isFun_computed ) {

return isFun_value ;
}
...
isFun_value = false ;
isFun_computed = true ;
...
return isFun_value ;

}

The attribute is evaluated by calling the generated method with the same name. The
generated method first tests if the attribute has been memoized, then proceeds to compute
the value and memoizes it by assigning to the cache fields, before finally returning the
value.

Parameterized attributes need to return the right value for each parameter-value com-
bination. To this end, their memoization implementation uses a HashMap. Consequently,
the cache fields for parameterized attributes do not refer to the attribute values directly, but
to HashMap instances which in turn refers to the attribute values. Consider the following
generated Java Code for the parameterized attribute addOne(int i) which adds one
to its input integer and returns the result:

private Map addOne_int_values = new HashMap (...);
public int addOne ( int i) {

10



2.2 Memoization

Figure 2.3: AST for a function declaration with a memoized at-
tribute isFun() declared on all nodes. The attribute is memoized
in cache fields in the nodes.

Object _parameters = i;
...
if ( addOne_int_values . containsKey ( _parameters )) {

return ( Integer ) addOne_int_values . get ( _parameters );
}
...
int addOne_int_value = i+1
addOne_int_values . put ( _parameters , addOne_int_value );
...
return addOne_int_value ;

}

The field addOne_int_values of type Map is used both for checking if the cache
contains a value for a given parameter, and for storing the value.

2.2.1 Flushing
JastAdd has a feature called flushing which allows the user to manually reset attribute
caches. This is used to allow the Java garbage collector to reclaim objects that are only
referenced from attribute cache fields.

Consider the memoized attribute A.bigSet() which evaluates to a big HashSet:

syn lazy Set A. bigSet () {
Set set = new HashSet ();
for ( int i =0;i <10000; i ++)

set . add (i);
return set ;

}

After evaluation, the associated value fieldbigSet_valuewill refer to theHashSet
object. To reset the attribute cache, the method flushCache() can be called on the A
node. This removes the reference to the HashSet from the value field bigSet_value.

Attributes can be flushed for a specifiedAST node by calling a generatedflushCache()
method on that node. Furthermore, all attributes in a subtree can be flushed by calling a
generated flushTreeCache()-method on the root of the subtree.

11



2. Background

2.3 Memory Use in JastAdd
The runtime memory use of an instantiated JastAdd Abstract Syntax Tree(AST) is deter-
mined by the memory allocations needed by the Java runtime to represent the AST objects
and cache fields/structures used to memoize attributes. We categorize the runtime AST
memory use by breaking it down into three costs:

• AST representation cost, CAST
• cache field cost, Cc f
• cache structure cost, Ccs

We define the sum of these costs as the optimizable memory Oc = CAST + Cc f + Ccs.
The AST representation cost is measured by the size of all Java objects representing nodes,
minus the cache field cost. The cache field cost is the size of all cache fields. The cache
structure associates parameters with values in the memoization of a parameterized at-
tribute, a HashMap is usually used in JastAdd. The cache structure cost is thus the size
of all cache structures. The three kinds of cost can be seen in an exploded view of an AST
node in Figure 2.4. A more detailed view of a cache structure is shown in Figure 2.5.
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2.3 Memory Use in JastAdd

Figure 2.4: Overview of the structure of the Java object repre-
senting an AST Node A attributed with an unparameterized and a
parameterized attribute.

The AST representation cost of a certain node will differ depending on the fields gen-
erated on it. The minimum AST representation cost is incurred for all nodes. The sum of
this cost is a lower bound on the cost of instantiating an AST of a certain size, irrespective
of the language that is compiled by the compiler.

The AST representation is all fields and arrays needed to represent the AST. Thus, this
represents all fields defined on the node. This includes the object header for all Java objects
representing nodes which is used internally by the JVM. TheminimumAST representation
cost is the cost of representing all fields and arrays that are common to all nodes. The
important fields of the AST representation are: the object header, a reference to the node’s
parent, a vector of children, the index of the node in its parent’s child vector and a counter
keeping track of the number of children. In the two compilers we have benchmarked,
several more fields are defined as part of the base AST class ASTNode, meaning that
the cost of these fields is incurred for every node of the AST. These have therefore been
included in the minimum AST representation cost.

The layout in memory of the minimum AST representation is presented in Figure 2.6.
The size of the minimal AST representation coincides for the two compilers at 72 bytes.
This includes 12 bytes from fields defined in the Symbol class which are only represented
if using Beaver as the parser generator for the compiler, and 8 bytes that are specific to
each compiler towards the bottom of the layout. Therefore, 72 bytes is the minimum cost
of representing a node in memory in the ASTs of both ExtendJ and JModelica.org.

The optimizable memory is the sum of the AST representation cost, the cache field
cost, and the cache structure cost. It has been measured on a benchmark suite consisting
of 12 test cases: three test cases for JModelica.org and 9 test cases for ExtendJ. The test
cases will in the following be identified with an abbreviation. The abbreviation JM{1..3}
is used for JModelica.org test cases and the abbreviation EXJ{1..9} is used for ExtendJ

13



2. Background

Figure 2.5: Overview of a cache structure implemented by a
HashMap. The HashMap uses a Java array object and one
Map.Entry object per attribute parameter and attribute value
pair. The cache structure cost is the size of the Java objects rep-
resenting the cache structure (HashMap) and does not include at-
tribute parameters or values.

Size [bytes] Description

72

16 Object Header

12 Symbol

4 childIndex: int field
4 numChildren: int field
8 Compiler-specific field
8 parent: ASTNode ref.
8 children: ASTNode[] ref.

Figure 2.6: MinimumAST representation field layout in memory,
which requires a total of 72 bytes per node. In aminimal AST node
instance, all fields are either primitive, null, or reference the node
itself.
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2.4 Usage patterns To Reduce JastAdd Memory Use

test cases.
The optimizable memory for each application can be seen in Figure 2.7. It is shown as

fractions of the total memory use. Average costs for each compiler are shown in Table 2.1.
We see that on average, the optimizable memory accounts for over half of the memory use
of both compilers.
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Figure 2.7: Memory use as measured on the benchmarks for the
costs of AST representation, cache fields, and cache structures.
More than two thirds of the memory use stems from the costs in
most test cases.

Table 2.1: Average memory use as measured on the benchmarks
for the cost of AST representation, cache fields, and cache struc-
tures. The optimizable memory accounts for over half of the mem-
ory use on average.

Cost ExtendJ JModelica

AST repr. 30% 57%
cache field 37% 7%
cache structure 16% 1%

2.4 Usage patterns To Reduce JastAdd Mem-
ory Use

A number of patterns have been employed previously by developers of JastAdd projects to
limit the memory use of their project. Unlike the methods we will present in this thesis,
these usage patterns reduce the memory use without requiring modifications to JastAdd.
Through discussions with senior developers on the JModelica.org project, we have become
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2. Background

aware of two implemented usage patterns. The following two patterns to reduce memory
use are currently used in JModelica.org: Flushing, and Memoization Subtype.

Flushing reduces memory use by explicitly emptying caches. The main idea behind
the flushing pattern is to flush the attribute caches at appropriate times during the com-
pilation process. The compilation in JModelica.org contains various transformation steps
[4]. Some transformation steps mutate the AST. After each mutating transformation step,
the whole AST is flushed. This ensures that no invalid references are left in the cache. It
also reduces memory use by removing all cached values from all attribute caches.

Memoization Subtype limits the number of unused fields by creating a subtype on
which memoized attributes are declared. The main idea behind the memoization subtype
pattern is to push the memoized attributes, and cache fields, as far down the type hierar-
chy as possible. Some attributes need to be declared on all nodes. These would normally
need to be declared on ASTNode. The overhead of doing so is that the attribute will be
instantiated on List and Opt nodes as well, which means that there are cache fields on
these nodes which normally are not used. In JModelica.org there is a node BaseNode
that is declared as a subclass of ASTNode from which all nodes that are not List or Opt
nodes inherit. By declaring memoized attributes on BaseNode instead of on ASTNode,
fields aren’t created on List and Opt nodes, which reduces memory use.

16



Chapter 3
Opportunities to Reduce Memory Use

In order to reduce the runtime memory use in JastAdd applications, we investigated sev-
eral different opportunities for changing the code generated by JastAdd. It is important
that any change to JastAdd is safe, meaning that the modified version fulfills the JastAdd
specification. In particular, JastAdd should fulfill these requirements:

R1) Soundness The evaluation of an attribute returns the right value. For most kinds of
attributes, this means that a memoized attribute should return the same value as a
non-memoized version of the same attribute.

R2) Safety An evaluation of an attribute using valid parameters does not raise an excep-
tion.

R3) Parameterized Circular Attribute Unboundedness An evaluation of a parameter-
ized circular attribute memoizes all its attribute values. Not memoizing values can
lead to non-termination.

NTA evaluations need to always return the same reference to be sound. However,
the computation of an NTA always returns a newly created node. Therefore, we need to
memoize the first computed value, leading to the requirement also noted in [10]:

R4) NTA Memoization Nonterminal attributes are always memoized.

In this section, we first introduce a few overheads which can be minimized to reduce
the memory use. Then, we provide an overview over the opportunities to reduce them.

17



3. Opportunities to Reduce Memory Use

With respect to the optimizable memory, see section 2.3, we identified the following
overheads which can be decreased to reduce the memory use in JastAdd:

• O1) Alternative representation of empty container nodes
• O2) Unused cache fields
• O3) Low cache structure use

List and Optional nodes, or container nodes for short, represent List and Optional com-
ponents of a grammar by a unique object in memory. Not all of the components are used in
a given source program. This leads to container nodes which do not have any children in
the corresponding AST. We will in the following refer to these as empty container nodes.
These nodes use memory because of the AST representation cost.

Cache fields are unused on a node if they belong to a memoized attribute which is
defined on that node but never evaluated. The unused cache fields use memory because of
the cache field cost.

Parameterized attributes are memoized using a cache structure. The opportunity lies
in reducing the cache structure cost. A cache structure with minimal cost consists of a
head backed by two arrays: one for the keys and one for the values. The head is the object
that is used to represent the map. The size of the cache structure with minimal cost is
calculated using Equation 3.1.

16︸︷︷︸
header

+ 4︸︷︷︸
integer

+ 4︸︷︷︸
alignment

+ 16︸︷︷︸
array references

+2 ∗ (8n + 24)︸ ︷︷ ︸
object array

(3.1)

The size of the whole cache structure is the sum of the size of the header, the size field,
plus some alignment, and the size of the two arrays, where n is the number of elements in
the cache structure.

The alignment is added because the JVM pads the object with 4 unused bytes to align
fields to 8-byte addresses for efficient access. The alignment of objects to 8-byte addresses
has been disregarded for the object arrays for simplicity. The field layout and sizes have
been measured using the library Java Object Layout v.0.7.1 [11] on a 64-bit JVM with 60
GB of heap space. The allocated heap space size is important, because it implies that no
compressed references are used. Compressed references is an optimization that makes all
references 4 bytes instead of 8 and is automatically enabled on the HotSpot JVM for heap
sizes smaller than 32 GB [12].

We measured the memory use of empty container nodes, and unused cache fields,
during runtime in JModelica.org and ExtendJ. Unused cache fields are measured by the
size of the cache fields where the computed-flag (see section 2.2) is false or null. We also
calculated the memory use of low cache use by taking the difference between the measured
cache structure cost of using a HashMap and the theoretical cost of replacing all cache
structures with the model of Equation 3.1 with the same number of elements n.

The measured memory use of the overheads on the benchmark suite is highlighted as
fractions of the costs compared to the total optimizable memory of each application in
Figure 3.1. The average memory use is presented in Table 3.1. Comparing the memory
use of the unused cache fields with the cache field cost, we conclude that most of the cache
fields in ExtendJ are unused.
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Figure 3.1: Optimizable Memory use as measured on the bench-
marks by the overhead arising from empty container nodes, unused
cache fields and low cache structure use for each test case. A large
fraction of the cache fields are unused for ExtendJ. The greyed out
area represents parts of the optimizable memory use that cannot
be reduced by reducing the identified overheads.

Table 3.1: Average optimizable memory use by the identified
overheads, as measured on the benchmarks for each compiler.
These represent the average part of the memory use that could be
reduced by decreasing the identified overheads.

Overhead ExtendJ JModelica

Empty list/opt 5% 24%
Unused cache field 39% 8%
Low cache use 6% 1%
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3. Opportunities to Reduce Memory Use

To reduce the overheads, we have investigated the following opportunities to reduce
the memory use in code generated by JastAdd:

• Replacing empty container nodes by singleton nodes
• Remote attribute memoization
• Alternative cache structures for parameterized attributes
• Bounded Cache Structures

In the following sections we explain how these optimization opportunities could be
exploited. The changes are described in chapter 4.

3.1 Alternative Representations of Empty
Container Nodes

Container nodes are used to group collections of child nodes together in the AST. There
is one unique node instantiated in memory as a child to each node in the AST where the
abstract grammar declares a list or optional component. This is the case even when the
component is empty. This means that the AST representation cost for empty container
components scales linearly by the number of empty container components. However, one
could imagine that these empty components could instead be represented by a null ref-
erence or a singleton object. This would result in a constant AST representation cost for
empty container nodes.

Using a null reference is inferior to using a singleton because the use of this opti-
mization imposes restrictions on how container nodes may be used, something which we
will discuss later. A null reference throws a generic NullPointerException when trying
to access the children or call methods on the container node that is referenced, while the
singleton can provide a more informative error message that inform of the restrictions that
apply when using the optimization, such as throwing an exception: “Attempted to attach
children to the singleton”, when mutators, e.g. setChild(...) are called on the sin-
gleton node. This eases adoption of the optimization in existing systems because the error
message informs the developer about why the usage of the singleton is erroneous.

As an example of why the singleton representation saves memory, consider an exten-
sion of the function definitions in funlang (see section 2.1) where we allow for adding
optional annotations to Function. We now have two optional components of a function
declaration: the annotation and the return type. An AST where these optional compo-
nents are empty is presented in Figure 3.2. The result of replacing these empty nodes with
a singleton node is shown in Figure 3.3. By replacing the two empty Opt nodes with a
singleton we have reduced the memory use by 72 bytes. The compound effect of doing
this for an AST with thousands of empty container nodes is a significant reduction in the
memory use.
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3.1 Alternative Representations of Empty Container Nodes

Figure 3.2: AST for a function declaration without an annotation
node or a return type node.

Figure 3.3: AST for a function declaration without an annotation
node or a return type node. The empty optionals are represented
by a singleton optional node.
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3. Opportunities to Reduce Memory Use

3.2 Remote Memoization of Attributes
JastAdd memoizes attributes using cache fields and cache structures connected to the node
that the attribute is declared on. We will in the following refer to this memoization method
as a local memoization, because it is defined locally for the node. Hence, a memoized
attribute instance is connected to a node at runtime. A used memoized attribute instance
has at least one value in its cache. An unused memoized attribute instance has no values
in its cache. When using local memoization we can have cache fields on nodes which are
unused during runtime.

If cache fields were created onlywhen needed, thememory use of cache fields would be
reduced, because there would be no unused cache fields. One way of replacing cache fields
is to memoize the attributes in a structure outside of the node. We call this remote mem-
oization. The main idea is that this could reduce the memory use by making the cache’s
memory use less dependent on the number of memoized attribute instances. However,
remote memoization can increase execution time because of the overhead of accessing
values in the remote cache structure compared to local memoization, where a local field in
the node is accessed. We will in the following present two cache structures for performing
remote memoization: the global cache structure and the subtree cache structure.

The global cache structure is a cache structure outside of the node which is accessed by
reference. An example of using the global cache to memoize all attribute instances of an
attribute isFun() can be seen in Figure 3.4. The point is that attribute values are stored
in one remote cache structure instead of on every node that an attribute is declared on.
Thus, the memory use of the remote cache is only dependent on the number of memoized
attribute instances that are actually used and not on the total number of memoized attribute
instances.

Figure 3.4: AST for a function declaration where all nodes have
the isFun attribute declared on them. The used instances of the
isFun attribute are memoized in a global cache structure outside
of the AST.

The global cache has a lifetime tied to the lifetime of the application. The lifetime of
an object is the time between object instantiation and the time where the last reference
to the object disappears, which enables it to be garbage-collected. Having a lifetime tied
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3.2 Remote Memoization of Attributes

to the lifetime of the application might be less practical than having it tied to the lifetime
of specific nodes in projects where parts of the AST changes during execution, because
there is no code in place in these projects to remove entries from the cache when they
are not needed anymore. Therefore, a global cache might require some additional effort
to implement the removal of old entries to adopt the optimization in systems that were
previously using local memoization. As an example, JModelica.org drops parts of the AST
during compilation to save memory. Dropping parts of the AST means that we remove
all references such as parent-child references to the parts, which enables the Java garbage
collector to reclaim the memory.

To savememorywithout having to introduce new code to remove entries from the cache
in the project, another cache structure for remote memoization can be used: the subtree
cache structure. In the subtree cache structure, the cache reference is placed in a node,
called the root node, instead of being made available as a static reference; all nodes under
the root store their attribute values in this cache. The main idea behind this cache structure
is that by declaring a cache on the root of the part that is dropped is that when the root is
dropped, so is the cache. An example of the subtree cache can be seen in Figure 3.5, where
we have a single cache on the Function node for memoizing all attribute instances of
the AST. The drawback of this approach is however, that we need to perform a lookup
at runtime from the subtree to get a reference to the cache, which implies a cost on the
execution time.

Figure 3.5: AST for a function declaration where all nodes have
the isFun attribute declared on them. The used instances of the
isFun attribute are memoized in a subtree cache structure tied to
the Function node.

There are advantages and disadvantages with both the static and subtree cache. A
remote cache has an access time independent of tree depth unlike the rooted cache where
it will be proportional to the depth of the node with the cached attribute relative to the root
where the cache is. However, a global cache is not practical for every application because
its lifetime is not tied to the lifetime of the AST.

The runtime memory use of a cache is the memory used by the objects and cache
fields used to keep track of the values in the cache. The memory use of local and remote
memoization scale in different ways. The memory use of local memoization scales with
the number of memoized attribute instances since the cache fields are generated for every
node of a certain type. The memory use of remote memoization scales with the number
of memoized attribute values. Therefore, the suitability of remote memoization versus
local memoization for a certain attribute depends on how many of the memoized attribute
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instances that are used compared to how many attribute values that are memoized for that
attribute. The attributes whose values are memoized the least benefit the most from remote
memoization.

Comparing the number of nodes and the number of attribute values gives us a ratio
which might be used as a heuristic to indicate which attributes that are worthwhile to
memoize in a remote cache. This ratio is determined for our implementation in section 5.4.

3.3 Alternative Cache Structures
The cache structure used by default for the memoization of a parameterized attribute is
a HashMap. In practice, many parameterized attributes only store a few values during
runtime, which means that this cache structure is costly because it uses more memory
compared to a minimal alternative, see Figure 3.1. The most direct solution to reduce
this cost is by replacing the HashMap with an alternative cache structure which uses less
memory.

Two alternative representations have been suggested for lowering the memory use of
collections in general Java applications: Array-based data structures, and the use of spe-
cialized maps to avoid the cost of representing primitive values as objects [13]. We inter-
pret “array-based” as meaning structures that store references to keys and values directly
in underlying arrays. We investigate these two approaches in section 5.5.

3.4 Bounded Cache Structures
An essential technique in hardware caches, where space is limited, is to discard cached
values when the cache is full. Different eviction strategies exist to try to minimize the
likelihood of evicting a value from the cache that will soon need to be placed in the cache
again. In attribute memoization, eviction could be used to bound memory use for the
attribute caches.

This might be useful when having parameterized attributes with many attribute values
that are only used during a limited time of the JastAdd project’s execution time. This
can have an execution time cost locally during that limited time when such an attribute is
evaluated while bounding the memory use of the attribute’s cache for the entire execution.

We will investigate the performance effect of bounding the parameterized attribute
cache structures. Once this bound is reached, we have to decide which element to evict.
We have implemented Least Recently Used (LRU) eviction in the parameterized attribute
memoization algorithm in JastAdd.

An important limitation is that there are two kinds of attributes which cannot use a
bounded cache: NTAs and circular attributes. NTAs cannot be evicted because they need
to always be memoized according to requirement R4. If we were to evict an NTA, then
references to its value would become invalid, meaning that they would point to a subtree
which is no longer attached to the AST. Circular attributes cannot be evicted because its
values may depend on each other, which can lead to evaluations that do not terminate,
according to requirement R3.
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Chapter 4
Implementation

In this chapter, we describe the implementation of the memory optimization opportunities
described in the previous chapter. We will discuss the benefits and drawbacks/limitations
of these implementations.

4.1 Replacing Empty Container Nodes by
Singleton

We will first cover how empty nodes are introduced into the AST, then we will look at
how the singleton nodes are defined before finally showing how the replacement of empty
nodes for a singleton node is done.

Empty container nodes can be introduced into the AST during parsing. The parser
normally uses the node constructors generated by JastAdd to build the AST bottom up.
The AST for a function declaration without annotation or return type, previously seen in
Figure 3.2, can be built by the parser using the expression:
new Function ( new Opt () , new Opt () , name , arg_list );

Here, two empty opt-nodes are sent into the constructor of Function together with
a name and an argument list. The constructor is generated by JastAdd as:
public Function (Opt < Annotation > p0 , Opt < ReturnType > p1 ,

Name p2 , List < Argument > p3) {
setChild (p0 , 0);
setChild (p1 , 1);
setChild (p2 , 2);
setChild (p3 , 3);
}

It initializes the node by invoking the setChild(..)-method on itself for each of
its children. The setChild(...)-method attaches the child to the AST by adding it to
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the children-array of the parent node and setting the parent-reference in the child to
the parent node.

The singleton nodes are represented by two static objectsList.EMPTY andOpt.EMPTY.
Their implementations are very similar. The implementation for the Opt-singleton is:

public class OptSingleton extends Opt {
...
public void setChild ( ASTNode child , int pos ) {

throw new Error (" ... ");
}
...

}
protected static final Opt Opt . EMPTY =

new OptSingleton ();

The main point of this implementation is that the singleton is unique, and that each
mutating method is overridden such that an exception is thrown if it is invoked.

To implement the replacement of empty container nodes by a singleton node in Jas-
tAdd, a test for empty container node children was added to the setChild(...)-
method, so that empty nodes such as the new Opt() sent into the constructor in the
example above are not attached to the AST:

public void ASTNode . setChild ( ASTNode node , int i) {
...
if ( node != null

&& node instanceof Opt
&& node . numChildren () <= 0) {

children [i] = Opt . EMPTY ;
} else if ( node != null

&& node instanceof List
&& node . numChildren () <= 0) {

children [i] = List . EMPTY ;
} else {

children [i] = node ;
}
...

The child-array reference is set to List.EMPTY or Opt.EMPTY, which are the two
singleton nodes for empty container nodes respectively, if the child node is a container
node and has no children.

The reason for putting the test in the setChild() method and not directly in the
constructor is that the setChild()-method is called whenever a child node is updated
or initialized. This means that empty nodes are prevented from being reintroduced if the
AST is changed after the initial AST construction.

The use of a singleton node imposes a restriction on how children may be attached to
container nodes. Previously, it was possible to acquire a reference to any container node
and then attach children to the node directly, e.g: getXList().setChild(...).
When empty List or Opt nodes are replaced by a singleton this pattern is no longer
possible to use safely for all container nodes. Should the X list happen to be empty, em-
ploying the pattern would add a child to the singleton node. The singleton is not part of
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the AST because it does not have a parent node in the AST. Therefore, attaching children
to it is not allowed. It will on the singleton by design fail with an Error, as per the above
implementation.

If attaching children to empty container nodes, the generated methods in the parent of
the container node have to be used. These contain a special case for empty container nodes.
For instance, to add an Argument child to an AST for a function declaration Function
with an emptyList of arguments, the generatedmethodfunction.addArgument(...)
can be called on the Function node:
public void Host . addArgument ( Argument node ) {

List <X> list = getArgumentList ();
if ( list . equals ( List . EMPTY )) {

setChild ( new List ( node ), 0);
} else {
list . addChild ( node );
}

}

The method creates a new List node if the child was previously referring to the sin-
gleton node.

4.2 Remote Memoization of Attributes
The main idea behind the implementation of the remote memoization of attributes is to
have a single cache structure that the attributes use for memoizing their values. This
method can save memory if there are many unused cache fields by not requiring that a
cache field is generated for every memoizable attribute on every node that the attribute is
declared on. We cache all attributes in a single static map instance available throughout the
lifetime of the program. We will also introduce a non-static variant on the remote cache.

We will first look at an example to illustrate the difference in implementation between
local memoization and remote memoization. Consider the small AST for a function dec-
laration from section 2.2 on which we declare an attribute isFun():
syn lazy boolean ASTNode . isFun () = false ;
eq Function . isFun () = true ;

When using local memoization, theisFun() attribute has caches defined on all nodes
in an AST, because it is declared on ASTNode which is the superclass of all AST nodes,
see Figure 2.3. When using remote memoization with a global cache structure, the cache
structure is defined outside of the AST, see Figure 3.4. The generated code when using
local and remote memoization for the isFun() attribute is shown below:

Local Memoization
boolean isFun_computed ;
boolean isFun_value ;
boolean isFun () {

...
if ( isFun_computed ) {

return isFun_value ;
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}
...
isFun_value = false ;
isFun_computed = true ;

...
return isFun_value ;

}

Remote Memoization
boolean isFun_computed
boolean isFun () {

...
if ( isFun_computed ) {

return ( Boolean ) CACHE (). get ( this , " ASTNode ", " isFun ");
}
...
boolean isFun_value = false ;
isFun_computed = true ;
CACHE (). put ( this , " ASTNode ", " isFun ", isFun_value );
...
return isFun_value ;

}

Comparing the generated code when using local and remote memoization, we see that
no value field for holding the attribute value isFun_value is generated when using
remote memoization, see section 2.2 for an explanation of the usage of the cache fields.
Instead of using the value field, the value is retrieved from and stored in a remote cache
structure. The three interesting parts of the generated code for the remote memoiza-
tion variant of isFun() are: the CACHE() method that returns a reference to the re-
mote cache structure and the calls to the remote cache structure that are chained on it
which show what is needed to uniquely identify an attribute value. The calls chained to
the CACHE() method call, e.g CACHE().get(this, "ASTNode", "isFun");
demonstrate that the key needed to uniquely identify a value in the cache is the triple :
instance, class name, attribute name. The class name needs to be included in the cache
key because of the possibility of having the same attribute computed in different ways in
a class and in its subclasses.

We implemented both a global and a subtree variant of the remote cache structure. The
CACHE() method call allows us to abstract over which variant is used in the generated
attribute code. When using a global cache structure the method returns the static reference
to the cache. When using a subtree cache structure, this method performs a lookup in
the ancestors of the node at runtime and returns a reference to the nearest subtree cache
structure.

The subtree cache structure is tied to a node specified by the developer when the Jas-
tAdd project is compiledwith JastAdd. Declaring the subtree cache structureRemoteCache
on a node RootNode yields code equivalent to the following:
inh RemoteCache ASTNode . CACHE ();
eq RootNode . getChild (). CACHE () = CACHE ();
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RemoteCache RootNode . CACHE () { return CACHE ;}
RemoteCache RootNode . CACHE = new RemoteCache ();

The field CACHE in the RootNode class holds a reference to the RemoteCache
instance. This reference is exposed to the memoization mechanism in memoized attributes
via a method and an attributes with the same name: CACHE(). The reference is exposed
on the RootNode itself via the CACHE() method defined on RootNode. Further, the
reference is exposed to all child nodes of RootNode via an inherited attribute CACHE().
This allows us to generate the same code for memoizing the attribute independently of
whether the attribute is declared on the root node or on one of its children.

4.3 Alternative Cache Structures
The cache structures that are currently used in code generated by JastAdd could be ex-
changed for cache structures which use less memory to reduce the memory use. We will
present two alternative cache structures: PairMap and Gnu Trove specialized maps.

An overview of the PairMap data structure can be seen in Figure 4.1. PairMap is
composed of a size field and two arrays, one for keys and one for values. Pairs of keys and
values are added sequentially to the arrays. The key on index i in one array corresponds to
the value on index i in the other array. The initial size of the arrays is set to two elements and
when the number of elements exceeds the size of the arrays; their size is doubled. Pairs are
inserted and values are retrieved using linear search. PairMap has overhead compared
to the minimal cache structure presented in Equation 3.1, due to additional space after
growing the map.

Figure 4.1: Overview of the PairMap data structure.

The cache structure that is currently used in JastAdd is generic, which means that it is
independent of the types of the parameters and the type of the attribute value. A solution
we have investigated is to replace the standard library HashMap with GNU Trove’s vari-
ants. These can be specialized for parameterized attributes that have parameters and values
which are primitive types (except booleans). At code generation time, the types aremapped
to names of collection classes. For instance, the attribute int atoi(char a) which
has achar parameter and anint return typewould get a cache structureTCharIntHashMap.
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The method used to exchange cache structures for alternative cache structures was by
implementing changes in the cache fields for parameterized attributes. A parameterized
attribute has a cache field which refers to a map, see section 2.2. Take for instance the
generated code for the parameterized addOne(int i) attribute’s cache field:
private Map addOne_int_values = new HashMap (...);

This can be exchanged to a PairMap by changing which class that is instantiated:
private Map addOne_int_values = new PairMap (...);

or to a trove specialized map, which also requires changing the abstract class:
private TIntIntMap addOne_int_values =

new TIntIntHashMap (...);

4.4 Bounded Cache Structures
The cache structures that are currently used in JastAdd could be exchanged for cache struc-
tures that use a bounded amount of memory. The cache eviction method that has been im-
plemented is Least Recently Used (LRU) eviction. This means evicting the value that has
the least number of reads and writes. The eviction method is implemented by exchanging
the cache structures for alternative cache structure that implements LRU caching using the
same exchange method as in the previous section, see section 4.3. The alternative cache
structure is implemented as a subclassBoundedMap to theLinkedHashMap class from
the Java standard library, because that class implements LRU eviction. BoundedMap is
implemented as follows:
public class BoundedMap extends LinkedHashMap {

static int INIT_CAP = 2;
static float LOAD_FACTOR = .75 f;
static boolean LRU_ORDER = true ;

public BoundedMap () {
super ( INIT_CAP ,

LOAD_FACTOR ,
LRU_ORDER );

}

static int BOUND = 100;
protected boolean removeEldestEntry ( Map . Entry eldest ) {

return size () > BOUND ;
}

}

This implementation follows a standard pattern given in the documentation forLinkedHashMap.
The constant fields are used to control the behavior of the class. The initial capacity
INIT_CAP controls how much space is allocated initially to the underlying array. The
load factor LOAD_FACTOR specifies the entry density of the underlying array. The en-
tries are ordered in a linked list whose ordering depends on the boolean field LRU_ORDER
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that controls if the entries inserted into the map should be ordered by least recently used
(true) or in insertion order (false). When ordering by LRU, the order of the elements in the
linked list is updated on every read or write. The LinkedHashMap class delegates the
decision to evict the oldest element to the method removeEldestEntry(...), which
is meant to be overridden in the subclass. It is overridden to evict when a certain bound
is hit on the size of the map. The constant BOUND is set such that eviction is performed
when the map contains 100 entries [14].

The initial capacity of the backing array is set low, this is because most parameterized
attributes in the test cases only evaluate two values or fewer.

The LinkedHashMap class is a subclass of HashMap, which is the cache structure
that is used by JastAdd. The difference is that LinkedHashMap has a doubly-linked list
which keeps track of the element ordering [14]. A consequence of implementing the cache
structure this way is therefore that it will always use more memory than a HashMap for
storing the same number of elements. The way to compensate for the additional memory
use per element is to set the bound so that fewer elements are stored in the cache structure.
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Chapter 5
Evaluation

The implementations discussed in chapter 4 have been evaluated on two JastAdd projects:
ExtendJ and JModelica.org. They were evaluated with respect to differences in execution
time and memory use compared to an unmodified version of JastAdd. The benchmark was
iterated 32 times for the execution time and memory use measurements, with a new JVM
instance being used in each run. The significance (p < 0.05) of the difference in execution
time has been tested using Welch’s t-test. The memory use is within ±3% of the mean on
a 95% confidence interval.

The comparison in memory use was done with respect to the optimizable memory. The
optimizable memoryOc is the sum of the ASTRepresentation cost, the cache field cost and
the cache structure cost, see chapter 3. Let M̂ be the average memory use of an unmodified
JastAdd, M̂ ′ the average memory use of JastAdd with a change. The relative difference in
memory use is then taken relative to the optimizable memory, see Equation 5.1.

M̂ ′ − M̂
Oc

(5.1)

The comparison in execution time was done as follows. Let T̂ be the average execution
time of an unmodified JastAdd, T̂ ′ the average execution time of JastAdd with a change.
The relative difference in execution time is then taken as in Equation 5.2.

T̂ ′ − T̂
T̂

(5.2)

The execution time of a single application run has been measured by instrumenting
the compilers to get the current system time before and after compilation and then taking
the difference between these. The memory use is taken as reported by the runtime after
garbage collection.

To verify that our optimizations do not affect the correctness of JastAdd, we have ver-
ified the implementations by testing them on ExtendJ and JModelica.org. They are tested
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with ExtendJ using its regression test suite. They are tested with JModelica.org by com-
paring an intermediate representation to the one built by a compiler generated with an
unmodified version of JastAdd.

The main presentation of the result will be in the form of scatter plots of the test cases
showing the relative difference in execution time on the x-axis and the relative difference
in memory use on the y-axis. The differences in execution time that are significant are
plotted with a ring marker around the normal marker. Accompanying each scatter plot are
two box plots summarising the result for each compiler; one box plot for the memory use
and one box plot for the execution time.

During the presentation of the results we will discuss bigger and smaller test cases with
respect to memory use. As the results are presented relative to the optimizable memory
of an unmodified JastAdd, it is informative to know what the optimizable memory of the
applications are in that case, and how many nodes each test case has in its AST. This
information is shown in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Optimizable memory and number of AST nodes of an
unmodified JastAdd.

Testcase Oc [MB] # Nodes [x103]

JM1 458 3984
JM3 63 627
JM2 159 1562
EXJ1 166 452
EXJ2 352 1142
EXJ3 810 3229
EXJ4 703 2352
EXJ5 75 331
EXJ6 224 833
EXJ7 117 510
EXJ8 428 1301
EXJ9 551 2100

The benchmarks were run on on a 64-bit Linux computer with a E5-1620v3 3500MHz
CPU, 64GB of RAM running a 64-bit JVMwith JDK 1.8.0_121 with 60GB of heap space.
The measurement framework used to run the tests is described below, followed by a dis-
cussion of the validity and finally, the results are presented.

5.1 Measurement Framework
The measurement framework used to perform the measurements and generate all figures
in this thesis is available at bitbucket.org/axelmartensson/jastadd-memory-measure. All
measurements can be performed automatically by specifying them as command-line argu-
ments to a driver-script called run which performs all necessary steps such as checking
out the right branches of the different compilers, generating the compilers, running the
benchmark and collecting the data.
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The framework is centered around the concept of a task directory, there is one task
directory for each measurement. The task directory for the time measurement is structured
as follows:

time /
configuration files
master /

time . csv
pairmap /

time . csv

The task directory specifies what measurement is to be performed in a set of configu-
ration files. It will also contain the results of the measurement once it has been performed,
organized bywhich JastAdd branch that wasmeasured, in this example time-measurements
for the master and the pairmap branch have been performed.

There are three components of the measurement framework: The driver scripts, the
reflection library and the analysis scripts.

The driver scripts glue the other components together into an automated system. All
tasks can be performed automatically by invoking a single run-script with the tasks to
be performed. The basic operations are the same for all tasks. First, the right branch
of JastAdd is built. Each implemented change, see chapter 4, has its own branch in the
version control system. Then, variants of ExtendJ and JModelica.org which correspond
to this branch are built. The specified task is then executed for the benchmark. The result
of performing the task is placed in the task directory under a subdirectory named with the
JastAdd branch on which the measurement was performed.

The reflection library exposes a set of hooks. It has a time hook and a memory hook
which are inserted into the compilers to be measured. The library uses some of the reflec-
tion functions of the model underlying DrAST [15] for interpreting the AST nodes. The
actual measurement to be performed is specified via the configuration files for the task.
The measurements output data in CSV-files which are placed in the task directory.

The data is then analyzed using analysis scripts which take the data output by the mea-
surements and generate figures and tables which summarize it.

5.2 Threats to Validity
The generalizability of the results could be discussed since we are only testing on two
JastAdd projects. These are however the biggest JastAdd projects we are aware of. ExtendJ
contains 1603 declared attributes and JModelica.org contains 3051 declared attributes.

There are some limitations to our analysis with respect to the JModelica.org project.
The subtree cache requires further adaptations of the optimization steps in the later stages
of the compilation procedure. This means that we have limited ourselves to only look at
the steps up until the step where the peak memory use is located for the biggest AST of
the compiler.
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5.3 Replacing Empty Container Nodes by
Singleton

The relative effect on execution time and memory use of the container nodes replacement
can be seen in Figure 5.1. The execution time is summarized in Figure 5.2 and the memory
use in Figure 5.3. The average reduction in memory use is 24% for JModelica.org and 5%
for ExtendJ. The reduction in memory use coupled with the lack of increase in execution
time indicates that using this optimization would pay off. The difference in effect between
the two compilers depends on the prevalence of empty container nodes, see Figure 3.1.
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Figure 5.1: Relative time and memory use of replacing con-
tainer nodes by Singleton. Negative values mean that the mem-
ory use was decreased. The execution time was not significantly
increased. This means that this method pays off
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Figure 5.2: Summary of the relative execution time of replacing
container nodes by Singleton. Negative values mean the execution
was faster.
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Figure 5.3: Summary of the relative memory use of replacing
container nodes by Singleton. Negative values mean memory was
saved.

The runtime memory use is decreased in all applications. The execution time is not
significantly different for ExtendJ in any test case. However, it is lower for JModelica.org
in test case JM1 where it results in a 4% reduction in execution time, which has been
determined to be statistically significant using Welch’s t-test.

With respect to research question RQ1 we conclude that the memory use is decreased
by this implementation. With respect to research question RQ2, we conclude that the run-
time remains unaffected by this implementation.

5.4 Remote Memoization of Attributes
The relative effect on execution time and memory use when using remote memoization
with a global cache structure can be seen in Figure 5.4. The execution time is summarized
in Figure 5.5 and the memory use in Figure 5.6. The average increase in memory use is
15% for JModelica.org and 35% for ExtendJ. The average increase in execution time is
20% for JModelica.org and 73% for ExtendJ. This means that remote memoization with a
global cache structure did not pay off.

Thememory use is increased in all applications. The greatest effect is seen on ExtendJ-
based applications. The reason for this might be that there are more memoized parame-
terized attributes used in ExtendJ, which have a greater cost per value to cache.

The relative effect on execution time and memory use when using remote memoization
with a subtree cache structure can be seen in Figure 5.7. The execution time is summarized
in Figure 5.8 and the memory use in Figure 5.9. The average increase in memory use is
14% for JModelica.org and 35% for ExtendJ. The average increase in execution time is
44% for JModelica.org and 95% for ExtendJ. This means that remote memoization with a
subtree cache structure did not pay off.

The difference in execution time when compared to the remote memoization with a
global cache structure is likely caused by the additional lookup to locate the subtree cache
structure.
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Figure 5.4: Relative time and memory use when using remote
memoization with a global cache on a whole AST. All results are
positive meaning that the method did not pay off.
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Figure 5.5: Summary of the relative execution time when using
remote memoization with a global cache on a whole AST. The
method led to an increase in execution time.
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Figure 5.6: Summary of the relative memory use when using
remote memoization with a global cache on a whole AST. The
method led to an increase in memory use, rather than savings.
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Figure 5.7: Relative time and memory use when using remote
memoization with a subtree cache on a whole AST. All results
are positive. This means that the method led to an increase in
execution time and memory use, therefore it did not pay off.
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Figure 5.8: Summary of the relative execution time when using
remote memoization with a subtree cache on a whole AST. The
method led to longer execution time.
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Figure 5.9: Summary of the relative memory use when using
remote memoization with a subtree cache on a whole AST. The
method used more memory, rather than saved memory.
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The memory use of local memoization scales with the number of memoized attribute
instances, while the memory use of remote memoization scales with the number of used
memoized attribute instances. We now want to compare the memory use of remote mem-
oization to the memory use of local memoization. This is done with the goal of finding an
upper bound under which using remote memoization is worthwhile. We limit ourselves
to reasoning on unparameterized attributes only because their memory use per instance
when using local memoization is independent of the number of values.

We assume that the memory use of both cache methods grow linearly and that the
fixed memory use of the object representing the cache structure itself is negligible. Let
i be the number of memoized attribute instances, u be the number of used memoized
attribute instances. Local memoization requires at most 8 byte of memory use per node
for the value field that keeps track of the attribute value, leading to a total memory use
of at most 8i using this method. Remote memoization requires approximately 57 byte of
memory per attribute value, where the memory use of the internal array of the HashMap is
approximated to 1 byte per value, leading to a total memory use of 57u using this method.
An upper bound can thus be found by comparing the expressions for the total memory
use of the two cache methods: 8i = 57u ⇔ i

u =
8
57 ≈ 14%. Remote memoization could

therefore be worthwhile for an unparameterized attribute defined on an AST class N if it
is used on less than 14% of the N-nodes.

With respect to research question RQ1, we conclude that the memory use is increased
by our implementations of remote memoization. With respect to research question RQ2,
we conclude that the execution time is increased without decreasing the memory use by
our implementations. The increase in both memory use and execution time indicate that
using remote memoization does not pay off. The reason that remote memoization did not
pay offwith a decrease in memory use can be the high cost of memoizing an attribute value
in a remote cache. However, in these implementations, remote memoization was used on
all attributes. It might pay off to use remote memoization only on the attributes which are
used below the 14% bound.

5.5 Alternative Cache Structures
The relative effect on execution time and memory use when using the alternative cache
structure PairMap can be seen in Figure 5.10. The execution time is summarized in
Figure 5.11 and the memory use in Figure 5.12. The average decrease in memory use
is 1% for JModelica.org and 5% for ExtendJ. This is within one percentage point of the
average memory use of the low cache use overhead (see chapter 3) for both compilers. The
increase in execution time is not significant for JModelica.org, while averaging 71% for
ExtendJ. This increase in execution time means that using the alternative cache structure
PairMap did not pay off.

The increase in execution time for ExtendJ is likely due to the need of doing a linear
search for the attribute value in the cache structure, which increases execution time for
bigger cache structures. The alternative cache structures were exchanged for all attribute
instances in this implementation. It might be possible to see an advantage in using this
method if applied only to certain attributes, where the number of cached values are low,
which would decrease the total execution time cost of the linear search.
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5. Evaluation
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Figure 5.10: Relative time and memory use when using
PairMap. The method led to a small decrease in memory use
and an increase in execution time.
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Figure 5.11: Summary of the relative execution time when using
PairMap. The execution time is not decreased for JModelica.org,
and increased for ExtendJ.
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Figure 5.12: Summary of the relative memory use when using
PairMap. The memory use is decreased.
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5.5 Alternative Cache Structures

The effect of changes to the cache structures remain relativelymodest in JModelica.org.
This can be because there are not in general as many memoized parameterized attributes
used in JModelica.org as in ExtendJ, see Figure 5.13.

With respect to research question RQ1, we conclude that the memory use is decreased
by the PairMap implementation. With respect to research question RQ2, we conclude
that the execution time cannot be decreased by this implementation.
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Figure 5.13: Number of memoized parameterized attributes used
for each test case. This corresponds to the number of instantiated
cache structures in each test case.

The relative effect on execution time and memory use when using the alternative cache
structures available in the GNU Trove package can be seen in Figure 5.14. The execu-
tion time is summarized in Figure 5.15 and the memory use in Figure 5.16. The average
increase in memory use is 0.5% for JModelica.org and 2.4% for ExtendJ. The average
increase in execution time is 0.1% for JModelica.org and 5.1% for ExtendJ. There is a sig-
nificant increase in execution time in 6 out of 9 ExtendJ-based applications. However, no
increase is observed in the JModelica.org applications. The difference in effect between
the two compilers can be explained by the difference in number of used parameterized
attributes, see Figure 5.13.

The increase in memory use means that using alternative cache structures from the
GNU Trove package did not pay off. The reasons for the increase in memory use could
be a head object instance of greater size, coupled with underlying array objects of greater
capacity than that of the single array object in a normal HashMap, which offset the gain
of not using intermediate Map.Entry-objects. It might be possible to make this method
pay off if it is used only for attributes where the number of cached values is high.

With respect to research question RQ1, we conclude that the memory use is increased
when using GNU Trove specialized maps. With respect to research question RQ2, we
conclude that the execution time cannot be decreased by this implementation.
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Figure 5.14: Relative time and memory use when using GNU
Trove specialized maps. The execution time and memory use was
increased, meaning that the method did not pay off.
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Figure 5.15: Summary of the relative execution time when using
GNU Trove specialized maps. The execution time was not signif-
icantly increased in JModelica.org but significantly increased in
ExtendJ.
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Figure 5.16: Summary of the relative memory use when using
GNU Trove specialized maps. The memory use was increased.
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5.6 Bounded Cache Structures

5.6 Bounded Cache Structures
The relative effect on execution time and memory use when using a bounded cache struc-
ture BoundedMap bounded to 100 entries and using LRU eviction can be seen in Fig-
ure 5.17. The execution time is summarized in Figure 5.18 and the memory use in Fig-
ure 5.19.The average increase in memory use is 1% for JModelica.org and 1% for ExtendJ.
No significant increase in execution time is observed for JModelica.org and the average
increase in execution time is 2% for ExtendJ. The execution time is significantly increased
in 4 out of 9 test cases of ExtendJ. The increase in both memory use and execution time
means that using a bounded cache structure BoundedMap did not pay off.
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Figure 5.17: Relative time and memory use when using a
bounded cache structure BoundedMap bounded to 100 entries
and using LRU eviction. The execution time and memory use was
increased, meaning that the method did not pay off.

The reason for the increase in memory use is because BoundedMap is implemented
as a subclass of LinkedHashMap, which in turn is a subclass HashMap with additional
overhead for the LRU-ordering. This means that the memory use of a BoundedMap is
greater than the memory use of a HashMap with the same number of elements. This
method might pay off if used only for attributes where more eviction can performed to
compensate for the additional storage cost per element.

With respect to research question RQ1, we conclude that the memory use is increased
by this implementation. With respect to research question RQ2, we conclude that the
execution time cannot be decreased by this implementation.
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Figure 5.18: Summary of the relative execution time when using
a bounded cache structure BoundedMap bounded to 100 entries
and using LRU eviction. The execution time is not increased for
JModelica.org, but increased for ExtendJ.
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Figure 5.19: Summary of the relative memory use when using
a bounded cache structure BoundedMap bounded to 100 entries
and using LRU eviction. The method uses more memory, rather
than saving memory.
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Chapter 6
Related Work

Our work looks at techniques for how to memoize attributes. Söderberg and Hedin have
suggested a heuristic for deciding which attributes to memoize for a RAG-based compiler
by profiling the attribute usage; they conclude that a possible strategy can be to memoize
all attributes, except the ones that are evaluated once and only once [10].

Mitchell and Sevitsky have looked at identifying memory use problems in general Java
programs by categorizing objects on the heap based on object type and field type [16].
This is related to the categorization of the memory use of JastAdd which we perform,
however our categories are specific to JastAdd, so a field might be counted as either AST
representation or cache field depending on naming conventions in the code generated by
JastAdd.

Chis et al. have looked at reducing thememory use in general Java programs by looking
for memory use patterns in the heap. Their work motivate the solutions brought forth in
this thesis related to the alternative cache structures [13]. They propose a set of 11 general
memory usage patterns. They suggest using small array-based data structures instead for
“sparse collections”, which motivates replacing cache structures with a PairMap. The
pattern “Boxed scalar collections” motivates using GNU Trove caches for parameterized
attributes.

Evaluating alternative cache structures treats evaluating alternatives to the HashMap
of the Java collection library. Costa et al. have recently investigated performance gains
obtainable by exchanging standard Java collection implementations such as HashMap,
LinkedList, and ArrayList for the implementations of other collection frameworks
[17]. They compare the implementation of common alternative collections frameworks us-
ing micro-benchmarks. They found that replacing HashMap with implementations from
the GSCollections or Fastutils frameworks can reduce the memory use. These frameworks
might therefore be of interest to investigate for future work on alternative cache structures.
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6. Related Work
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Chapter 7
Conclusion

We have investigated changes in AST representation and memoization. The memory use
of JastAdd-based projects has been measured on a benchmark. Four opportunities for
optimization have been identified. Implementations of optimizations targeting these have
been evaluated with respect to execution time and memory use on two large JastAdd-based
compilers. The replacement of empty optional and list nodes by a singleton node is an
optimization we recommend implementing, because it lead to a reduction in optimizable
memory use of 5% in ExtendJ and 24% in JModelica.org.

The research questions we investigated were:

• RQ1: How can the memory use of JastAdd-based tools be reduced with a minimal
impact on functionality?

• RQ2: Can run-time be improved by lowering the memory use?

Based on the results of our evaluation (see chapter 5) we recommend implementing
the replacement of empty optional and list nodes by a singleton node in both JModel-
ica.org and ExtendJ, because the memory use is decreased (RQ1) while the run-time is
not increased (RQ2). However, we can not recommend implementing any variant of re-
mote memoization because both memory use and run-time is increased for both compilers.
Furthermore, we can not recommend implementing alternative cache structures based on
PairMap because of the low effect in JModelica.org and the substantial increase in run-
time in ExtendJ. Also, alternative cache structures based on GNU Trove specialized maps
did not pay off because the method led to an increase in memory use for both compilers
and no decrease in run-time. Lastly, we can not recommend implementing bounded cache
structures in either JModelica.org or ExtendJ, because memory use is increased in both
compilers while the run-time is not decreased.
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7. Conclusion

7.1 Future Work
The replacement of empty list and optional nodes by a singleton node will be used in both
JModelica.org and ExtendJ. The other three optimizations which relates to memoization
can be further investigated. In general, the most interesting continuation of our work would
be to enable the application of the memoization optimizations on a per-attribute basis. Re-
motememoization could savememory for attributes which havemany instances, but where
few instances are used. Alternative cache structures could save memory when having pa-
rameterized attributes with few values when using PairMap, or conversely when hav-
ing parameterized attributes with many values when using GNU Trove specialized maps.
Bounded cache structures could save memory when having parameterized attributes with
many values that are only used for a short time, so that a low bound can be used.

7.1.1 Remote Memoization of Attributes
Themost direct continuation on our workwith remotememoizationwould be to investigate
using the 14% utilization bound as a heuristic for selecting which attributes to use remote
memoization with. The application would then cache all attributes under this bound.

Remote Memoization could be made to use less memory per attribute value by shrink-
ing the key size. An attribute value depends on the three keys: instance, class, attribute.
One might decrease the memory use of remote caching by relinquishing the dependency
on one or more of the keys. For most attributes, it likely does not matter which class they
are declared on, this distinction only becomes important when overriding a memoized at-
tribute in a subclass and where the difference in attribute value between the superclass and
the subclass matters, e.g. when the attribute value of the subclass depends on the attribute
value of the superclass. Therefore, the keys required for identifying an attribute value
could be exposed to the developer in a configuration file so that they can be customized.

7.1.2 Alternative Cache Structures
There exists other alternatives to the current cache structure implementations which have
not been investigated in this thesis. A direct continuation of our work could investigate
using other alternative collections frameworks, using the same technique as we did for ex-
changing cache structures. Another possible direction would be to investigate dynamically
changing between cache structures during runtime, e.g. changing from a PairMap to a
HashMap when for instance a certain threshold on the number of elements in the cache is
hit, and from a HashMap to a GNU Trove specialized map when an even higher threshold
is hit.

7.1.3 Bounded Cache Structures
Here, we bounded the cache at 100 elements, the effect of different bound sizes could be
further explored, either setting a global bound for all cache structures, or for each individ-
ual attribute. Bounded cache structures could be combined with remote caching to bound
the total memory used for all attribute memoization in the application of a JastAdd project.
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Detta arbete undersöker och utvärderar nya metoder för att minska minnesanvänd-
ningen i kompilatorer genererade med metakompilatorsystemet JastAdd.

En kompilator översätter en specifikation av ett
datorprogram i form av källkod skrivet i ett pro-
gramspråk, t.ex. Java, till ett exekverbart pro-
gram. Ett metakompilatorsystem som JastAdd
är ett system för att skapa en kompilator utifrån
en specifikation av en kompilator. Kompilator-
erna som skapas av JastAdd behöver generellt sett
mer minne än andra kompilatorer för att kompil-
era samma språk. Representationen i minnet av
programmet som kompileras är i form av ett ab-
strakt syntaxträd (AST) som är uppbyggt av olika
typer av noder som representerar olika delar av
programmet, t.ex en funktionsdeklaration:

Kompileringen i JastAdd baserar sig på funk-
tioner knutna till det abstrakta syntaxträdet som
kallas för attribut för att översätta mellan källko-
den och det färdiga programmet. Resultatet av
attributen sparas i minnet tillsammans med pro-
grammets AST för att användas senare med en
teknik som kallas memoisering för att snabba upp
kompileringen.
I mitt examensarbete har jag undersökt hur

minnesanvändningen av kompilatorer genererade
med JastAdd kan optimeras. Jag har mätt upp

hur stor del av minnet som används för att repre-
sentera programmet som ett abstrakt syntaxträd
och hur stor del av minnet som används för mem-
oisering. Ibland används mer än hälften av minnet
till dessa saker. Jag har provat nya metoder för
att dels ändra på hur representationen av AST:n
ser ut och dels att ändra på hur memoiseringen
fungerar. Jag har implementerat en metod för att
göra AST:n mindre genom att låta lika noder rep-
resenteras av en och samma nod istället för att
representeras av olika noder. AST:n i det tidi-
gare exemplet kan t.ex. göras mindre genom att
representera två av noderna med en nod:

De ändringar i memoiseringen som jag imple-
menterat är dels en ändring i memoiseringen för
att spara undan resultaten av att använda at-
tributen separat från AST:n och dels ändringar
av vilka datastrukturer som används för att un-
derstödja memoiseringen.
Effekten av att ändra representationen av ab-

strakta syntaxträd har lett till en genomsnittlig
minskning av minnesanvändningen för JastAdd i
två olika storskaliga JastAdd-genererade kompila-
torer med 5% och 24%.
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